TRAVEL WRITING AND FICTION (available on digital cartridge)

Nonfiction

Armchair Travel:

DB 00927 On the Trail of the Pony Express by Jerry Ellis – Western USA
DB 01057 Eight Women, Two Model Ts, and the American West by Joanne Wilke – Western USA
DB 01091 Bicycling Beyond the Divide: Two Journeys into the West by Daryl Farmer – Western USA
DB 01145 Seldom Seen: A Journey into the Great Plains by Patrick Dobson – Western USA
DB 01182 The Old Iron Road: An Epic of Rails, Roads, and the Urge to Go West by David Haward Bain – Western USA
DB 18700 Blue Highways: A Journey into America by William Least Heat Moon – USA
DB 23011 Out of Africa, and, Shadows on the Grass by Isak Dinesen – Africa
DB 32712 Iberia: Spanish Travels and Reflections by James Michener – Spain
DB 32738 Pilgrimage: A Memoir of Poland and Rome by James Michener – Poland and Rome, Italy, Europe
DB 41249 Charles Kuralt’s America by Charles Kuralt – USA
DB 44847 Under the Tuscan Sun: At Home in Italy by Frances Mayes – Tuscany, Italy, Europe, and sequel, DB 71761 Every Day in Tuscany: Seasons of an Italian Life by Frances Mayes – Tuscany, Italy, Europe
DB 46519 A Walk in the Woods: Rediscovering America on the Appalachian Trail by Bill Bryson – Appalachia, USA
DB 51953 Roads: Driving America’s Great Highways by Larry McMurtry – USA
DB 58824 Three Weeks with My Brother by Nicholas Sparks – World
DB 59082 The Last Frontier by Jill Shepherd – Alaska, USA
DB 61789 Eat, Pray, Love: One Woman’s Search for Everything Across Italy, India, and Indonesia by Elizabeth Gilbert – Europe and Asia, and sequel, DB 70526 Committed: A Skeptic Makes Peace with Marriage by Elizabeth Gilbert – Southeast Asia
DB 63307 The Old Patagonian Express: By Train Through the Americas by Paul Theroux – USA, Central and South America
DB 65862 The Geography of Bliss: One Grump’s Search for the Happiest Places in the World by Eric Weiner - World
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at
1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

DB 66131 The Wilderness of the Upper Yukon: A Hunter’s Explorations for Wild Sheep in the Sub-Arctic
            Mountains by Charles Sheldon – Alaska, USA
DB 66185 Way Off the Road: Discovering the Peculiar Charms of Small-Town America by Bill Geist – USA
DB 66259 The Lost Continent: Travels in Small-Town America by Bill Bryson – USA
DB 67048 Down the Nile: Alone in a Fishermand’s Skiff by Rosemary Mahoney – Egypt, Africa
DB 67303 Caliph’s House by Tahir Shah – Casablanca, Morocco, Africa
DB 67319 In Arabian Nights: A Caravan of Moroccan Dreams by Tahir Shah – Morocco, Africa
DB 67469 God’s Middle Finger: Into the Lawless Heart of the Sierra Madre by Richard Grant – Mexico,
            Central America
DB 67737 Into the Thick Air: Bicycling to the Bellybutton of Six Continents by Jim Malusa – World
DB 67769 Ghost Train to the Eastern Star: On the Tracks of the Great Railroad Bazaar by Paul Theroux –
            World
DB 67926 Travels in a Blue Chair: Alaska to Zambia, Ushuaia to Uluru; A Series of Short Stories by Walt
            Balenovich – World
DB 68254 Narrow Dog to Carcassonne by Terry Darlington – Europe
DB 68319 State by State: A Panoramic Portrait of America edited by Matt Weiland and Sean Wilsey –
            USA
DB 68364 Roads to Quoz: An American Mosey by William Least Heat Moon – USA, and, DB 76639 Here,
            There, Everywhere: Stories from the Road by William Least Heat Moon – World
DB 69068 The Wild Places by Robert MacFarlane – British Isles, United Kingdom, and, DB 76645 The Old
            Ways: A Journey on Foot by Robert MacFarlane – United Kingdom and Europe
DB 69543 Harry Truman’s Excellent Adventure: The True Story of a Great American Road Trip by
            Matthew Algeo – USA
DB 69721 Walking the Gobi: A 1,600-Mile Trek Across a Desert of Hope and Despair by Helen Thayer –
            Mongolia, Asia
DB 69892 Bicycle Diaries by David Bryne – World
DB 70193 Undress Me in the Temple of Heaven by Susan Jane Gilman – China, Asia
DB 70269 Traveling with Pomegranates by Sue Monk Kidd and Ann Kidd Taylor – Greece and France,
            Europe
            Southwest USA
DB 72562 The Aran Islands and Connemara by J.M Synge – Ireland, United Kingdom
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at
1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

DB 72780 At Home in Japan: A Foreign Woman’s Journey of Discovery by Rebecca Otowa – Japan
DB 72921 Marco Polo Didn’t Go There: Stories and Revelations from One Decade as a Postmodern Travel Writer by Rolf Potts – World
DB 73007 Tropic of Capricorn: A Remarkable Journey to the Forgotten Corners of the Earth by Simon Reeve – World
DB 73448 The Land of Little Rain by Mary Austin – California, USA
DB 74646 Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail by Cheryl Strayed – West Coast, USA
DB 75354 Turn Right a Machu Picchu: Rediscovering the Lost City One Step at a Time by Mark Adams – Peru, South America
DB 75543 The Other Side of the Mirror: An American Travels Through Syria by Brooke Allen – Syria, Middle East, Asia
DB 75819 Castles, Follies, and Four-Leaf Clovers: Adventures Along Ireland’s St. Declan’s Way by Rosamund Burton – Ireland, United Kingdom
DB 76066 American Notes by Charles Dickens – USA
DB 76251 Walking Home: A Poet’s Journey by Simon Armitage – Great Britain, United Kingdom
DB 76902 The Last Train to Zona Verde: My Ultimate African Safari by Paul Theroux – Africa
DB 77745 The Best American Travel Writing, 2013 edited by Elizabeth Gilbert and Jason Wilson
DB 77927 There and Then: The Travel Writing of James Salter by James Salter – World
DB 78903 Inside a Pearl: My Years in Paris by Edmund White – Paris, France, Europe

Travel Guides:
DB 00506 The Complete Roadside Guide to Nebraska by Alan Boye – Nebraska, USA
DB 01166 Forts of the Northern Plains: Guide to Historic Military Posts of the Plains Indian Wars by Jeff Barnes – Western USA
DB 66587 Jewish Heritage Travel: A Guide to Eastern Europe by Ruth Ellen Gruber – Eastern Europe
DB 67324 America’s Best Zoos: A Travel Guide for Fans and Families by Allen W. Nyhuis – USA
DB 67421 Best Girlfriends Getaways Worldwide by Marybeth Bond – World
DB 67755 One Hundred One Accessible Vacations: Travel Ideas for Wheelers and Slow Walkers by Candy B. Harrington – USA
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at
1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

DB 67927 Novel Destinations: Literary Landmarks from Jane Austen's Bath to Ernest Hemingway's Key West by Shannon McKenna Schmidt and Joni Rendon – World

DB 68073 American Indian Places: A Historical Guidebook by Frances H. Kennedy – USA

DB 68394 The One Hundred Best Worldwide Vacations to Enrich Your Life by Pam Grout – World

DB 69213 Frommer’s Five Hundred Places to See Before They Disappear by Holly Hughes – World

DB 69571 Fifty Best Girlfriends Getaways in North America by Marybeth Bond

DB 69698 One Thousand Places to See in the U.S.A. and Canada Before You Die by Patricia Schultz

DB 70950 The Complete Civil War Road Trip Guide: Ten Weekend Tours and More Than Four Hundred Sites, From Antietam to Zagonyi’s Charge by Michael Weeks

DB 73663 The Ten Best of Everything: National Parks; Eight Hundred Top Picks from Parks Coast to Coast by National Geographic – USA

DB 73664 One Hundred Best Affordable Vacations by Jane Wooldridge and Larry Bleiberg – North America

DB 73854 Sites Unseen: Traveling the World Without Sight by Wendy S. David – Europe and North America


DB 75991 Twenty-Two Accessible Road Trips: Driving Vacations for Wheelers and Slow Walkers by Candy B. Harrington – USA

Cities and Countries:

DB 68032 First Stop in the New World: Mexico City, the Capital of the Twenty-First Century by David Lida – Mexico City, Mexico, Central America

DB 76546 Londoners: The Days and Nights of London Now – As Told by Those Who Love It, Hate It, Live It, Left It, and Long for It by Craig Taylor – London, England, United Kingdom


DB 77502 Israel: A History by Anita Shapira – Israel, Middle East, Asia

DB 77548 Brazil by Michael Palin – Brazil, South America

DB 78911 The Other Side of Paradise: Life in the New Cuba by Julia Cooke – Cuba, Caribbean Islands

DB 79292 Amsterdam: A History of the World’s Most Liberal City by Russell Shorto – Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Europe

Fiction
Series:
Robin Jones Gunn – Sisterchicks Series (Girlfriends on Overseas Vacations) – Women’s Fiction

Books:
DB 01093 River by Lowen Clausen (1,500-Mile Kayak Journey Down Loup River to the Mouth of the Mississippi) – Contemporary Fiction
DB 58933 Nights of Rain and Stars by Maeve Binchy (Holiday in a Greek Village) – Women’s Fiction
DB 67375 Eureka by Jim Lehrer (Motor Scooter Trip West from Kansas) – Contemporary Fiction
DB 68182 Orient Express: An Entertainment by Graham Greene (Train Trip from Ostend to Constantinople) – Classic Fiction
DB 68757 Very Valentine: The Valentine Trilogy, Book 1 by Adriana Trigiani (Trip to Italy) – Romance and DB 71048 Brava, Valentine: The Valentine Trilogy, Book 2 by Adriana Trigiani (Trip to Buenos Aires) – Romance
DB 68785 The Widows of Eastwick by John Updike (Trips to Egypt and China) – Contemporary Fiction
DB 70170 Upside Down, Inside Out by Monica McInerney (Holiday in Australia) – Women’s Fiction
DB 70340 The Leisure Seeker by Michael Zadoorian (Road Trip Down Route 66) – Contemporary Fiction
DB 71116 Aloha Quilt: An Elm Creek Quilts Novel, Book 16 by Jennifer Chiaverini – Women’s Fiction
DB 71685 The Lace Makers of Glenmara by Heather Barbieri (Travel on Back Roads Through Ireland) – Women’s Fiction
DB 77695 The African Shore by Rodrigo Rey Rosa (Stuck in Tangier) – Contemporary Fiction
DB 78882 A Star for Mrs. Blake by April Smith (Pilgrimage to France) – Historical Fiction
DB 78935 Cambridge by Susanna Kaysen (Sabbaticals to England, Italy, Greece) – Historical Fiction
DB 79123 No One Writes Back by Eun-Jin Jang (Aimless Travels in Korea) – Literary Fiction